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ABSTRACT  

 Schein, B. M [9] introduced the set theoretic subtraction ‘-‘ which is analogous to 

subtraction algebra and it is developed by Abbott, J. C.[1], Zelinka,B.[12] discussed the problem 

of Schein [9] relating the structure of multiplication in a subtraction semigroup. Kim, K. H [5]et. 

al. studied an ideal of a subtraction semigroup. Dheena, P.[3] and his colleagues defined the 

concept of near-subtraction semigroups and discussed their properties. Alandkar, S.J[2] gave the 

definition of Г-near subtraction semigroup and some of its properties. 

 In this paper, using the concept of bi-ideals in near subtraction semigroups,  we introduce 

the notion of bi-ideals in Г-near subtraction semigroups. We show that the set of all bi-ideals of a 

Г-near subtraction semigroup form a moore system. Also we proved that the intersection of a bi-

ideals of Г-near subtraction semigroup and sub-Г-near subtraction semigroup is again a bi-ideal 

of X. Throughout this paper, by a - near subtraction semigroup X, we  mean a zero symmetric 

-near subtraction semigroup. 
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1.Introduction 

 Throughout this paper X stands for a 

Zero- Symmetric Г-near subtraction 

semigroup. Г-near subtraction semigroup 

was introduced by Dr. S. J. Alandkar[2]. For 

basic terminology in near subtraction 

semigroup, we refer to Dheena [3] and for 

Г-near subtraction semigroup, we refer to 

Dr. S. J. Alandkar[2]. Tamizh Chelvam and 

Ganesan [11]introduced the notion of bi-

ideals in near-rings. In this paper we 

introduce the notion of bi-ideals in Г-near 

subtraction semigroups. 

2.Preliminaries  

 A nonempty set X together with a 

single binary operation “-” is said to be a 

subtraction algebra if it satisfies the 

following identities: for any x, y, z ∈ X, i) x 

– (y – x) = x; ii) x – (x – y) = y – (y – x); iii) 

(x – y) – z = (x – z) – y. A nonempty set X 

together with two binary operations “-” and 

“.” is said to be a subtraction semigroup if it 

satisfies the following axioms: for any x, y, 

z∈ X, i)(X, .) is a semigroup ii) (X, -) is a 

subtraction algebra; iii)x(y – z) = xy – xz 

and (x – y)z = xz – yz. A nonempty set X 

together with two binary operations “-” and 

“.” is said to be a near-subtraction 

semigroup(right) if it satisfies the following 

axioms: for any x, y, z ∈  X, i)(X, .) is a 

semigroup ii) (X, -) is a subtraction algebra; 

iii) (x – y)z = xz – yz. A Г-near subtraction 

semigroup is a triple (X, -, 𝛾), 𝛾𝜖 Г, where Г 

is a non-empty set of binary operators on X, 

such that (X, -, 𝛾 ) is a near-subtraction 
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semigroup ∀𝛾𝜖  Г . In practice, we called 

simply Г-near subtraction semigroup instead 

of right Г-near subtraction semigroup. 

Similarly we can define a Г-near subtraction 

semigroup(left). It is clear that 0𝛾a = 0 for 

all a∈ X and ∀𝛾𝜖 Г. A nonempty subset S of 

a subtraction algebra X is said to be 

subalgebra of X, if x - y∈ S whenever x, y ∈ 

S. A subalgebra M of (X, -) with M ГM⊆M 

is called a sub Г-near subtraction semigroup 

of X. A nonempty subset A of X is called i) 

a left Г-subalgebra of X if A is a subalgebra 

of (X, -) and X ГA⊆A. ie.) X𝛾A⊆A for all 

𝛾𝜖 Г. ii) a right Г-subalgebra of X if A is a 

subalgebra of (X, -) and AГX⊆A. ie., 

A𝛾X⊆A for all 𝛾𝜖 Г. X0= {x∈ X/ x𝛾0 = 0 

for all 𝛾𝜖  Г} is called the zero-symmetric 

part of X. X is called Zero-Symmetric, if X 

=  X0. An element a∈ X is called idempotent 

if a𝛾a = a for all 𝛾𝜖 Г. A family 𝜁 of subsets 

of a set A is called a Moore system, if i)A∈𝛇 

and ii) 𝛇 is closed under arbitrary 

intersection. Xd = {n∈ X/n𝛾(x + y) = n𝛾x 

+ n𝛾y for all x, y∈X and for all 𝛾𝜖 Г} is the 

set of all distributive elements of X. X is 

called distributive if X = Xd. 

3.Bi- ideals in Г-near subtraction 

semigroup 

In this section, we introduce the 

notion of bi-ideals in Г-near subtraction 

semigroup and we obtain some preliminary 

results .  

Definition 3.1 

A subalgebra Q of (X, -) is said to be 

a quasi-ideal of X if (QГX)∩(XГQ)⊆Q. 

Definition 3.2 

A subalgebra B of (X, -) is said to be 

a  bi- ideal of X if BГXГB⊆B. 

Proposition 3.3  

 The set of all  bi-  ideals of a Г-near 

subtraction semigroup X form a Moore 

system on X. 

Proof: 

 Let {𝐵𝑖}𝑖∈𝐼 be a set of bi- ideals  in 

X. Let B = ∩𝑖∈𝐼 𝐵𝑖 . Then BГXГB 

⊆ BiГXГBi ⊆ Bi ⊆ B, ∀ i ∈ I . Therefore B is 

a  bi- ideal of X. 

Remark 3.4 

 Every quasi-ideal is a  bi- ideal. 

Proof: 

 For, if Q is a quasi-ideal, then 

(QГX)∩(XГQ)⊆Q. Now, QГXГQ = QГ(X∩

X)ГQ = (QГX) ∩ (XГQ) ⊆ Q.  Therefore Q 

is a  bi- ideal.  

Proposition 3.5 

 Let X be a zero-symmetric Г-near 

subtraction semigroup   in which every 

quasi-ideal is idempotent. Then for left Г-

subalgebra L and right Г-subalgebra R of X, 

RГL=R∩L⊆ 𝐿Г𝑅 is true. 

Proof: 

Let A and B be two quasi-ideals in 

X. Then by proposition 3.3, A∩B is also a 

quasi-ideal. By the assumption on quasi-

ideals we have A∩ B = (A ∩ B)Г(A ∩ B) ⊆

(AГB) ∩ (BГA). On the other hand, we have 

(AГB) ∩ (BГA) ⊆ (AГX) ∩ (XГA) ⊆ A  and 

analogously, (AГB) ∩ (BГA) ⊆ B . Hence 

(AГB) ∩ (BГA) ⊆ A ∩ B.  Hence A ∩ B =

(AГB) ∩ (BГA).  Since one sided Г-

subalgebra are always quasi-ideals, by the 

above argument, we have R∩ L = (RГL) ∩

(LГR) ⊆ RГL for a left Г-subalgebra L and 

right Г-subalgebra  of X. Trivially RГL⊆ 

R∩ L and so RГL=R∩ L ⊆  LГR. 

Proposition 3.6 

Let R and L be respectively right and 

left Г-subalgebras of X. Then any 

subalgebra B of X such that RГL⊆ B ⊆ 

R∩L is a bi- ideal of X. 

Proof: 
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 For a subalgebra B of (X, -) with 

RГL ⊆ B ⊆ R ∩ L, we have BГXГB ⊆ 

(R∩L)ГXГ(R∩L) ⊆ RГXГL ⊆ RГL⊆ B and 

so B is a  bi- ideal of X. 

Proposition 3.7  

If B is a  bi- ideal of X and S is a sub Г-near 

subtraction semigroup of X, then B∩S is a  

bi- ideal of S. 

 

 

Proof: 

 Since B is a  bi- ideal of X, BГXГB 

⊆ B. Let C= B ∩ S. Now, CГSГC = 

(B∩S)ГSГ(B∩S)⊆ (BГSГB)∩S ⊆ B∩S = C. 

Hence C is a  bi-ideal of S. 

Proposition 3.8 

 Let X be a zero-symmetric Г- near 

subtraction semigroup. If B is a  bi- ideal of 

X, then B𝛾x and x’𝛾B for all 𝛾 ∈Г are  bi- 

ideal of X where x, x’ ∈ X and xꞌ is 

distributive element in X . 

Proof: 

 Clearly B𝛾n is a subalgebra of (X, -) 

∀ 𝛾 ∈ Г. Also (B 𝛾 x)ГXГ(B 𝛾 x)⊆ 

BГXГ(B𝛾x) ⊆ B𝛾x and so we get that B𝛾x 

is a  bi- ideal of X. Since xꞌ is distributive in 

X, xꞌ𝛾B is a subalgebra of (X, -) for all 𝛾 ∈Г  

(xꞌ𝛾B)ГXГ(xꞌ𝛾B)⊆ xꞌ𝛾B and hence xꞌ𝛾B is a 

bi- ideal of X. 

Corollary 3.9 

 If B is a  bi-ideal of zero-symmetric 

Г- near subtraction semigroup X and b is a 

distributive element in X, then b𝛾B𝛾c is a  

bi- ideal of X for c ∈ X and for all 𝛾 ∈Г. 

Proposition 3.10 

If B is a  bi- ideal and sub Г- near 

subtraction semigroup of  a Zero symmetric 

Г- near subtraction semigroup X and C is a  

bi- ideal of the Г- near subtraction 

semigroup B such that 𝐶2 = 𝐶, then C is a  

bi- ideal of the Г- near subtraction 

semigroup X. 

 

Proof:  

 Since C is a  bi- ideal of the Г- near 

subtraction semigroup B we have, 

CГBГC⊆C Now, CГXГC = 

𝐶2 ГXГ 𝐶2 =CГ(CГXГC)ГC ⊆ 

CГ(BГXГB)ГC ⊆ CГBГC ⊆ C. Hence C is 

a  bi- idealof the Г- near subtraction 

semigroup X. 

Theorem 3.11 

 Let X be a Г- near subtraction 

semigroup. Let B be a  bi- ideal of the Г- 

near subtraction semigroup X and A be a 

non-empty subset of X, then following are 

true. 

i) BГA is a  bi- ideal of the Г- near 

subtraction semigroup X. 

ii) AГB is a  bi- ideal of the Г- near 

subtraction semigroup X. 

Proof: 

i) We see that (BГA)Г(BГA) = 

(BГAГB)ГA and 

(BГA)ГXГ(BГA)=(BГAГXГB)Г

A. Since B is a  bi- idealof the Г- 

near subtraction semigroup X, 

(BГA)Г(BГA) = (BГAГB)ГA ⊆ 

BГA and (BГA)ГXГ(BГA) = 

(BГAГXГB)ГA ⊆ (BГXГB)ГA 

⊆ BГA. Therefore BГA is a bi- 

ideal of the Г- near subtraction 

semigroup X. 

ii) Proof is similar to i) of theorem 

3.11. 
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